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That draw blood or money.
So long ago, the dominion of words began,
Now, charged with unintelligibility,
But still recognisable,
The old fraudster, trickster, bending reality
To its cause.
Robert Butler is based in London. He works as a storyboard artist in commercials and films. Previously
he has worked as an archaeologist, in wildlife conversation, and as a programmer.

Gareth Jones

Cardiff International Poetry Competition 2005

Third Prize
Unreel
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Strung along the street one morning
like low-level bunting: a mystery
to passing dogs, who nose along it,
this length of cassette tape looped and wound
across a maze of road to the park –
a contour, an isobar, brought to life –
straight for a huddle of trees where it rides
wire-taut around the branches;
something unwelcome, something wrong:
a crime-scene cordon in a country field
or a deep, dark string of gut gone dry;
it rasps like an army of plastic bags,
but cannot disclose the secrets it holds:
the dead notes of a discarded LP;
or some long-gone listened-to radio programme;
a declaration of love, confession;
someone’s last words, the half-deranged sermon
that could have saved us all; or simply
the pure grey noise of tape-head static –
the silence of something about to be said.
Gareth Jones lives, works and writes in Wigan. He has an MA in Creative Writing from Lancaster
University and has had poems published in various small magazines.
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Yn y tŷ tato —
In the potato shed

Site and Place in Eddie
Ladd’s Unglücklicherweise
Roger Owen
Foreword
To try and talk about performance in a
rural context means confronting a whole
cluster of myths: notions of cultural
continuity, of lived necessity, of necessary
living, of y tyddyn, of the lyricism of nature,
the superabundance of all things fresh, of
wind, rain, greenery. Of images from John
Constable, cadences from Vaughan
Williams, lines by D. J. and Waldo. Of The
Field. Of Caradoc Evans. Of most of our
conventional means of distinguishing those
inside the rural experience from those
outside it.
***
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In this article, I want to consider how the
performer Eddie Ladd has made frequent
reference to and use of the rural in her solo
production work (for reasons of space, in
relation to one show only). She has done so
most often in relation to Maesglas farm,
near Aberporth in southern Ceredigion,
which has been used several times, either as
a location for performances, or as a
backdrop or context for her shows. I want
to explore the various levels of a
performance work which was originally
created in tribute, as it were, to Maesglas,
and to consider how the farm’s identity as a
cultural edifice had been modified to some
extent by the fact of its appropriation as a
site of performance.
Several of Ladd’s shows have been
informed by Maesglas, including:
Unglücklicherweise: A Selective Biography of

Leni Riefenstahl (1994), which was
developed in, and largely became about,
one of the farm’s outbuildings; the touring
show Once Upon a Time in the West (1996),
one performance of which was presented in
a field at Maesglas; Lla’th (1998), presented
by the performance company Brith Gof,
whose subject matter was directly informed
by the specific history of dairying at
Maesglas; and Scarface (2000), in which the
yard and farmhouse were used as a filmic
backdrop. One of the major issues in the
use of Maesglas in Ladd’s work, of course, is
that it is her family home, where she was
brought up, and where her parents still live.
As such, it is anything but a neutral space:
notions of familiarity, and of familiality,
have become inscribed there. But the way it
has been used in her work does not explain
her relationship with it in anything like
straightforward ‘native’ terms – indeed, the
ever-shifting nature of that interaction tells
us a good deal about her relationship with
Maesglas and possibly about her
engagement with notions of the rural more
generally.
Before proceeding any further, it’s worth
making two points. Firstly, that Ladd’s
appropriation of Maesglas as a site of
performance, although complex in many
ways, isn’t a particularly new or unfamiliar
phenomenon. There are numerous other
farms which have operated as loci for
cultural activity, literature, music,
performance, and so on. Some of these are
celebrated historically (Pantycelyn, Dolwar
Fach, Y Cilie, for example); others are
familiar in a more contemporary,
occasionally national, context (Hendre
Cennin, Yr Hendre, Y Clôs); and others
might be notable locally (Treprior, Ffynnon
Fadog, Oernant): historically, then, farm
people have done far more than just till,
sow and reap. Secondly, there is a sense in
which farms are not part of a rural
community at all. Treating them as the
essence of an undifferentiated rural
communitarianism
smacks
of
condescension. It could as easily be argued

Rehearsals ‘yn y tŷ tato’, Maesglas, September 1994; Eddie Ladd and Roger Owen (photograph by Jesse Schwenk)

(especially given the conditions that
obtained in west Wales during the second
half of the twentieth century) that the
organisation of the rural on the basis of
farms creates isolation rather than
community. Of course, farmers and their
families always gather together and with
others in a variety of different social
contexts: cultural, commercial, religious,
leisure-based, and so on. But the experience
of actually living on a farm may also be one
of isolation, of keeping oneself to oneself, of
silent and unspoken competition with
neighbours; and farming may bring with it
a keen awareness of the borders of territory,
surveillance of the opposition, rituals of
daily and seasonal work, and a need to
maximise the home-based operation. In
that sense, farms are embryonic republics,
and the rural is as much about division as it
is about commonality.

The importance of Maesglas in Eddie
Ladd’s physical and imagistic theatre work
testifies to a desire to root the shows in a set
of influences and procedures acquired in
one place, a place which is not arbitrary or
replaceable. Importantly, although many of
her interests and practices as a performer
may have developed after she left Maesglas,
the specific context of her experiences there
– and reflection on those experiences later
on – have been retained as a means of
testing the work.
Maesglas isn’t a theatre, of course. It
doesn’t exist merely in order to facilitate
performance, and cannot easily be
appropriated as a stage. It is a setting with a
history far beyond Ladd’s work. Many
different narratives of life have been carried,
and are still carried there. Innumerable
narratives can also be ascribed to it, from
the geological (as with the inclusion of a
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million-year report on the formation of the
Teifi valley area in Once Upon a Time in the
West) to the contemporary economic (it
stands as an example of a farm unit
rendered unviable by fluctuations in the
market for dairy produce in the late
twentieth century) to the mythological (it is
a relic of a way of life which claims roots in
a pre-industrial world). As a locus, then, it
must be described as a site, a locus like all
others, upon which many different,
transient narratives might be inscribed; a
locus
largely
indifferent
to
its
theatricalisation, never wholly absorbed by
any of the narratives through the medium
of which it might be described. Conversely,
however, it must also be considered as a
place, a locus unlike any other, with an
inherent narrative structure which bends all
possible images and impressions of it
towards the same point; a locus whose
reality is formed in the imagination of those
who encounter it (each in different ways),
converging as an intuitively co-imagined
construct, and thus always inherently
theatrical. This convergent/conflicting
sense of Maesglas as both/either a site
and/or a place has been crucial to Ladd’s
consistent reference to it in her
performances, and has deeply influenced
her view of what may be brought into being
through action.
The relationship between site and place
as a vital referent to action was, perhaps,
first
proposed
in
the
show
Unglücklicherweise: A Selective Biography of
Leni Riefenstahl (1994). This was developed
and rehearsed at Maesglas in a potato store
shed (‘y Tŷ Tato’ ) during July-August 1994,
and concerned the life of the German film
actress and director, and later photographer.
It was presented in a number of movements
(including Mountain Films; The Triumph of
the Will, Olympia, DeNazification; The
Nuba; and Underwater Photography) which
corresponded roughly to the passage of
Riefenstahl’s troubled career. The show
derived from the fact that Ladd’s first
experience of Riefenstahl’s work was
through the late, abstract, underwater

photography. Having admired the beauty
of these images, she was confronted with
the artist’s difficult biography, an
experience which raised serious questions
about the possibility of regarding the
underwater photography as merely a play of
shape and form. Given Riefenstahl’s
curriculum vitae, could this late work be
regarded as innocently beautiful? Was it, in
spite of the innocuousness of the subject
matter, still inherently fascistic and
corrupted? Or was it, as Riefenstahl herself
would consistently protest during the postwar period (she maintained that her
engagement with the Nazis, and Hitler in
particular, had only been as an observer, not
as a collaborator), aesthetically retrievable?
Whether that argument could be resolved
or not, it was the shock of realising that the
superficial beauty of an image could be so
politically problematic that led to the
creation of the show.
It is important not to essentialise the
relationship between this show and
Maesglas. Indeed – as with many of Ladd’s
productions – Unglücklicherweise went
through several stages of imaginative
development before it was finally located at
the farm. It was initially imagined as a
three-day film shoot in the main hall of the
National Sports Centre in Cardiff, then as a
theatre piece for cinema auditoria. Its
eventual form was achieved as a creative
response to the problem of staging images
of diving (some of the most fêted in
Riefenstahl’s groundbreaking documentary
of the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games,
Olympia). Ladd decided that the ‘stage’
ought to be able to accommodate a real,
rather than choreographically simulated,
dive, and accordingly would have to be
made of an absorbent but containable
substance into which one could plummet
in relative safety. This led her, on the basis
of her own memories of childhood play, to
manifest the performance in a large area of
barley; and the logistics of rehearsing a
show in such a substance (six tons of it were
used in Unglücklicherweise) meant that one
of the few places in which it could be

appropriately and conveniently rehearsed
was at Maesglas. The decision to rehearse ‘at
home’, then, was a matter of facing
economic and practical reality rather than
an attempt to deal with Riefenstahl
autobiographically.
Again,
the
mythologisation of expediency could be
seen as one of the most genuinely ‘rural’
aspects of this work.
The significance of the location in which
the show was to be realised made itself
increasingly apparent during development
and rehearsal, providing the work with a
highly specific social, autobiographical and
aesthetic context. One of the most obvious
features of the tŷ tato was that it could be
kept dark and cool (originally to inhibit the
germination of potatoes); it was lit by a
single electric bulb hung from a flex which
could be slung over any one of several nails
around its (low) ceiling. In that it could
effectively exclude visual intrusion from the
outside world, it resembled a theatre; but,

of course, it provided no auditorium,
nowhere to sit, no designated or necessary
division between stage and audience; and it
was not insulated from the sound or
influence of the elements. Found objects
were brought into the action: a chair was
partially submerged in the barley at one
corner, for use as a diving platform; a rope
which was slung across the ceiling was used
as a device for suspension during a
movement solo suggesting both the torture
of the Nazis’ victims and the sufferings of
Christ on the cross; the light bulb was
unhooked and paraded in a circle
suggesting an act of penance; two shovels
were provided in order to dig new trenches
and create new piles of grain for different
sequences; a crateful of sprouting potatoes
were planted in the barley; and a clump of
sticks, like a fascis, was unbundled to create
a skeletal cage and the suggestion of an
underwater scene towards the end of the
performance.

Eddie Ladd in rehearsal, Maesglas, September 1994 (photograph by Jesse Schwenk)
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In spite of the influence of Maesglas
upon its materials and aesthetic, the show
itself was not performed in y tŷ tato. It was
first shown at the dressage shed at Carreg
Dressage, Abercegir, and then at one of the
units of Colchester Avenue Industrial
Estate in Cardiff. In the publicly-performed
versions the barley mound was walled in on
three sides by straw bales, lit from above by
a single electric light bulb and by occasional
torchlight. A white sheet was unfolded as a
screen for projecting scenes from
Riefenstahl’s The Triumph of the Will; a
video camera occupied another corner,
feeding a pair of television monitors in
front of the straw ‘house’. Crucially, the
performance locations retained that tension
between the partial enclosure of the space
in order to define a stage and the open
nature of the building in which the show
was eventually housed. In both Abercegir
and Cardiff, the stage house was
considerably smaller than the host building;
neither was heated, insulated or furnished
as an indoor space. There was also a distinct
sense that these were spaces alien to human
occupancy, spaces which would house
animals and machines for more hours in a
day than they might contain people; there
was still a sense of the intrusion of the
outdoors. In Abercegir, natural light was
filtered into the building through an
opening which ran the length of the side
wall; so the building’s exclusion of the
outside world was never complete. The
sound of the wind and rain outside could
not be prevented from insinuating itself
into the soundtrack of the show, sometimes
to striking effect.
The nature of the materials used in the
creation of Unglücklicherweise – unfinished,
discarded, agri-domestic – gave the show
that distinctly site-specific sense of having
been created through bricolage, through the
use of found objects from within its
immediate context. It also related directly
to a more prevalently amateur theatrical
practice of ‘making do’, of trying to
conceive previously unpoeticised objects as

aesthetically valuable. Thus, it declared sitespecificity – particularly that decided upon
as a matter of economic circumstance – as
an inherent component and value of
performance in a rural context.
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A Complex Experiential Map:
22 Tormentil
Simon Whitehead

***
Afterword
As with much theatre practice in Wales,
Unglücklicherweise was presented to a very
small audience. To write about these things
at all therefore involves exposition. On one
level, this statement seems so obvious as to
be virtually redundant: you can never write
about anything without revealing the fact
that you’re writing about it. But, of course,
on another level, exposing the material
means confronting it as if it was all rather
unfamiliar, as if an audience were privileged
in its estrangement from it all. In no time at
all, the familiar, the lived, experience
becomes material to be exposed, even
exhibited. To expose the material is thus to
corrupt it through the intercession of a
narrative agent who denies knowledge of its
inherent properties; but to leave it
unwritten is to stifle it and destroy the
relationship between itself and its context
by other means.

Roger Owen is Lecturer in the Department of Theatre,
Film and Television at the University of Wales,
Aberystwyth.

Simon Whitehead is a movement artist based in Pembrokeshire. Following a period
spent studying and working as a professional dancer in London and New York, he
returned to Wales in 1994. Having moved to an unfamiliar rural situation, Whitehead
began to develop performance work that is profoundly shaped by the Welsh landscape,
which he explores from his particular perspective as a newcomer. His performances,
which are distinguished by a rigorous, minimalist beauty, are often based on the
pedestrian practices of walking and mapping. Whilst he initially used such walks as
research for performance pieces that were still made for conventional theatre spaces,
Whitehead now increasingly stages his performances directly in the rural (and
occasionally urban) landscapes from which they evolved. Encountering situations at
walking pace, they are sensitive to the places in which they occur and reflective of an
ecological concern for the interdependence of body and environment. The work poses
pertinent questions: How can we find new ways of operating in, and in response to, a
natural environment, ways that differ from the traditional practices of dominance and
exploitation? How can the experience of a landscape be rendered meaningful to an urban
audience? And how may contemporary performance, a form which speaks
predominantly for urbanity, reflect our lives in Wales today, where identity has been so
closely linked to its primarily rural landscapes?
An important strand of Whitehead’s practice has been the locator project, a series of
artists’ residencies concerned with creating an approach to ecology through movement.
In 2001 he founded ointment, a forum for performance and time-based work for artists
based in West Wales and working internationally (www.ointment.org.uk). He is
currently pursuing two projects funded by a Creative Wales Award from the Arts Council
for 2005-6. Walks to Illuminate is a series of nocturnal walks, for which he is developing
sculptural light pieces powered by renewable energy to be worn on these walks. The
anthology Walking to Work will record Whitehead’s work of the last ten years, using
photographic documentation and extracts from his notebooks to provide an insight into
his creative process.
OS Pathfinder 801 (sheet 34/44)
Llanaelhaearn. Ref: SN 408476-427478

An upland walk from Gyrn Ddu via
Gyrn Goch to Bwlch Mawr,
Llanaelhaearn, Pen Llŷn. 1997.

root system that has migrated to this place
and happily colonised it, each flower
holding a particular memory of its growth
through a complexity of creeping stalks and
leaves. When I arrive home I identify the
flowers.’

‘Every 100 steps I bend to pick small yellow
flowers as they appear close to my feet; I
mount them in a book.
I am enchanted by a surface pattern and

Tormentil potentilla; Tresgl y moch, melyn y
twyni: a small yellow perennial herb, part of
the Rose family, with four petals and sepals.
The name Tormentil is derived from the
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Tormentil images courtesy Simon Whitehead
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Latin tormentum, meaning ‘pain’, a
reference to the use of the plant to relieve
internal pain and externally to heal wounds.
Tormentil grows throughout Europe,
and from June to August it covers the
uplands and grasslands above the villages of
Clynnog Fawr and Gyrn Goch, Pen Llŷn.
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Between 1994 and 1998 I made daily walks
into the uplands and coastline of North
West Llŷn: I wanted to to internalise the
rhythms and textures of this land, to make
them familiar, lived, part of my body.
Performances were created from the
memory of these walks and from the
artefacts, objects and specimens that I
collected along the way. The substance of
the work was an attempt to represent in
process these places as they had been
experienced through the body and senses.
These poetic models ultimately reflected
my longing to place myself within the
landscapes of Llŷn, and they became the
means by which to heal my sense of
dislocation.
22 Tormentil took place as part of my
research for the performance work
Folcland, a process developed by walking
the uplands of Pen Llŷn over the summer of
’97. Following old routes and imagined
lines across the ground, materials were
gathered and sound recorded (details of
water sources, sheep, wind through gates,
radio scanning and breath). The repetition
and accumulation of these walks at
different times of day and night resulted in
a complex experiential map. Ultimately all
these artefacts were treated and
reconfigured in a performance space and
animated live by me and my collaborator,
sound artist Barnaby Oliver. A text was
written and spoken live as a memory of an
ascending walk on Gyrn Goch; a petrified
oak was placed as it fell. Paper was rolled
out to suggest paths; it was written on, used
as boundaries and finally recycled to
recreate the topology of the Llanaelheaern
uplands at sunset. Movement scores
mapped the subtle geological pathways of

the body and land, etched through the
surface of the body and explored as
energetic/somatic states.
starting from a slow unfolding I feel in
my solar plexus
the strata move through pressure;
a meeting of forces
building an energy that follows its own
intrinsic structure
it lives
it is out of breath
it crumbles awkwardly
it is not trying to be anything…

The flowers were placed around the walls
of the performance space in order to suggest
the horizon. Although they were barely
visible, the resonance of the original walk
echoed quietly through their presence.
Websites

www.untitledstates.net
www.greenmuseum.org/c/enterchange
www.ointment.org.uk

Simon Whitehead, Tableland, 1998
(photograph by Martin Roberts)

Dawns Dyfed

A Response to Time and Place
Margaret Ames

Dawns Dyfed is one of seven formal
community dance projects in Wales
dedicated to the delivery of dance, and it
serves the three counties of the west –
Ceredigion,
Carmarthenshire
and
Pembrokeshire. We are a team of five,
which is made up of one practitioner for
each county, a finance director and an
artistic director. Culture and context
inform this project: these are in fact the
foundations on which it was originally
established. Whilst we deliver the usual
range of activity expected from such an
organisation, such as classes and workshops
for young people, people with disabilities,
and in both formal and informal education
settings, our company agenda is geared
towards a less visible set of principles. Our
mission to deliver dance in the community
is actually less important to us than the
delivery of education in its broadest sense,
through the medium of dance and physical
work, including performance. We are also
concerned to make our work relevant in the
indigenous cultural context of Welshspeaking Wales. Dawns Dyfed has
historically focused on principles and
discussions of relevance in the context of
slippery definitions of ‘community’ ‘art’
and ‘dance’. This vocabulary has remained a
site of contest within our work as we
negotiate cultural and linguistic territories,
ideology and discourse in our daily work.
Clifford McLucas was at the helm of the
project from the very beginning, and
Dawns Dyfed emerged as part of the
radicalised approach to the making of art
that characterised the Barn Centre in
Aberystwyth.1 In his role as Coordinator of
the Barn Centre, McLucas established
principles of open access, experimentation,
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risk and rigour in practice for all of us as
artists, instigating one of the first
approaches to radical community arts in
Wales. His report to the then ‘West Wales
Arts’ in 1985 was later to influence the
establishing of the now flourishing ‘Arts
Care’ schemes in west Wales.2
Whilst the work dates from the early
1980s, Dawns Dyfed was not formally
established until 1987, at this time under
the name the ‘North Dyfed Dance Project’.
This identity was born of pragmatism. Full
provision for the entire county was not
possible with only one part-time job, which
was all we could fund at the time. We had
drawn together a diverse range of dance
practitioners from Ceredigion and it was
this that determined the structure of two
different workshops, one in the North in
Aberystwyth and one in the South in
Cardigan. It was clear from the start that
the divide was far deeper than the distance
along the A487. In addition to this issue
there was the notion that contemporary
dance is not part of the culture in Wales,
and Dawns Dyfed has always been aware of
the distance between indigenous Welsh
cultural forms and our art form, dance, as
imported.
In other words, we began this project
from the understanding that cultural and
linguistic contexts are critical, and, further,
that within the Welsh-speaking cultural
context, dance is an imported art form that
cannot be expected to lie easily in the
indigenous artistic context. Dawns Dyfed
emerged as a company in its present form
from these debates in 1990, making a
formal commitment to work within the
complex web of cultural identities that
make up west Wales. We aligned ourselves
with a value system based on the cultural
values and practices of the area, and, most
significantly, informal education is of
special importance, emerging as it does
from the early days of the ‘Ysgolion
Cylchynol’ in the eighteenth century,
through to the travelling libraries of the
1960s.3 These specifically community
educational resources were formed in Wales
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and were to have a profound influence on
other areas of Britain. Those original
principles of access and education are our
cornerstones. The cultural and political
climate has changed completely since those
early debates, but the need for a clear and
confident expression of the indigenous
Welsh culture and those communities that
still maintain and live this culture is more
critical than ever before.
As a Community Dance Project
dependent on funding from the Arts
Council of Wales we tread a fine line
between the struggle for financial survival
and the requirements and specific agendas
that funders place on the use of money, and
our project’s own principles and priorities.
We must be seen to deliver such activities
as youth work and open dance classes, and
we do this very well. These days, however,
even dance for young people is expected to
conform to the shifting paradigms of
fashion and desire: in short, we must deliver
what young people say they want. This
inevitably demands a compromising of our
educational remit, as we spend time trying
to accommodate youth culture dance forms
such as ‘street dance’, and notions of what a
dance class should be about, namely the
learning of routines usually set to popular
music. This amounts to a commodification
of work in the community and a warping of
the values of lifelong learning, which
should be concerned with breadth and
depth of experience. On occasion we offer
work through the dance styles of ‘disco’ and
‘hip-hop’. However, our highly skilled
practitioners remain concerned with the
role that creative dance can have in the
realm of the deeper contexts of identity and
minority, voice and representation. We do
not work from the premise that there is a
lack of dance, or a need for dance in our
communities. We assume the reverse.
Relevance is critical, and we need to have
the grace to accept that within the Welshspeaking cultural context, the relevance of
dance is often obscured. Current views on
dance cluster around the notion of this as
an art form outside of, or beyond language.

This concept belongs to the utopian vision
of art as universal, the belief that through
dance we communicate universal truths
and break down cultural barriers. Cultural
barriers are assumed to be negative. The
word ‘dance’ in English resonates with a
very different set of meanings than the
word ‘dawns’ in Welsh, and we cannot
depend on translation to bridge cultures
and meanings, values and contexts.
Certainly we cannot assume that dance is
an art that speaks for universal values when
we are unable to discern the resonating
dissonances of attempts at literal
translation.
Universalism speaks to the First World,
liberal citizen of one body, one mind and
one experience in global terms: we dance in
order to experience unification with others,
in much the same way as we celebrate our
global consumerism. The need to idealise
through belief in universal experience is
narcissistic, as it negates and denies the
possibility of alternative experiences of
bodies and places. The body becomes
emptied of its particularities as they have
evolved through both nature and nuture.
Theoretical discourse has tended towards
an objectification of that which is
ineluctably ours, that is our bodies, the
means by which we exist in time and space.
It is precisely this time and place which
urgently requires those of us who work
directly with bodies, rather than ‘the body’,
with real lived physicality and individual
experience, to be wary of claims of universal
meaning and communication through
dance. The discourse of ‘dance’ is coded and
has been recruited in the service of late
capitalist ideology.
Dawns Dyfed’s work, particularly the
new performances created in and for Theatr
Felinfach since 2000, is an attempt both to
recognise and create a dance code that is
specific in its meanings referring to its rural
Welsh-speaking context, whilst being
visible, readable and of relevance to the non
Welsh-speaking constituency. Theatr
Felinfach is situated in the heart of
Ceredigion on the campus of what was

originally an agricultural college. The
theatre was established by the County
Council in 1972 to deliver education to the
community through the medium of drama
and art. It remains at the heart of the local
culture and continues to produce cutting
edge work with young people, in addition
to staging both new and established inhouse and touring productions and
developing transferable skills amongst the
community.
Could we assert that Wales has a specific,
differentiated and embedded cultural
identity and that therefore it might require
a specific, differentiated approach to dancemaking? Could we assert that it is the
communities of rural Wales that are
shaping this new and differentiated
approach to theatre and performance, that
is both a hybridisation and a manifestation
of contemporariness? Could we assert that
this new dance performance work is a
strategy of resistance to global ideologies of
universality and commodity, through the
assertion of the identity and visibility of a
minority and invisible cultural context?
Could it be that this is what Community
Dance within this cultural context should
be doing, rather than offering what is
already present, without contingency,
monolithic in its presence as ‘dance’? Our
bodies become subjects again within the
play of recognition between performer and
audience, rather than ‘the body’ as emptied
object, a social construct defined by its
desirability, moulded by the dominant
ideology into commodity. It seems to me
that Clifford McLucas was right when he
said that ‘notions of theatre or of
performance or of identity as a historically
and culturally constructed set of affairs are
what we should all have been paying
attention to, all along’. The work made by
people in Ceredigion in and with the
support of Theatr Felinfach is Dawns
Dyfed’s attempt at an affirmative answer to
these questions.
Margaret Ames is Artistic Director of Dawns Dyfed.

Notes
1 A former foundry and later University Science
Building, this large complex was sited opposite
the train station in Aberystwyth. A loosely
affiliated collection of theatre makers, including
Brith Gof and the then Cwmni Cyfri Tri (which
would later become Arad Goch) occupied the
building alongside individual artists: the group
as a whole formed the Aberystwyth Community
Association in 1982. It was Clifford McLucas
who developed a vision for the Association and
who instigated a number of cultural initiatives,
including the North Dyfed Dance Project.
2 Arts Care organises a range of activities with
artists working in various health and social care
settings in west Wales.
3 Circulating Schools were travelling schools
established by Griffith Jones in 1731 in order to
bring religious education to the people of Wales.
The classes were conducted through the Welsh
language and focused on the reading of the
Bible and on learning the Catechism. In this
way, Welsh-language education was available to
communities throughout the country.
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